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IICM Human Terrain 
Modelling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IntroductionDavid Robson from NSCAnalyst providing support to UK and overseas military and civil exercises.Exercise design and delivery.SW Engineering background. 
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Next Generation Simulations…
Require methods of representing: -
 Non Linear Battlespace.
 Complex Urban Environments.
 Cyber and CEMA effects.
 Impact of the ‘Human Terrain’ on military 

operations.

Applied to: -
 Command and Control Exercises.
 Operational Analysis.
 Data Visualisation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONTEXT :Researching supplements existing Kinetic tools.The key requirements are Remove concepts like FEBA, and terrain ‘ownership’ (no hexes)Better representation of UrbanInclude Cyber and EM effects.The impact of the local population on military forces.Existing tools struggle to replicate the interactions of Military Forces, Non State Actors and Civil Populations.Our primary use case is C2 exercises and OA support on training events.Higher tactical focus – Bn to Bde level formations.Communication of the results is seen as a major issue
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C2 Exercise Requirements
Test the ability of a HQ to process information, reach a 
decision and communicate orders.
 Manual and Computer models exist to provide 

context for staff planning operations.
 Dynamic and adaptive story lines aid education and 

training. 
 Consistency and speed of output is more important 

than accuracy.
 Support real world and fictional settings and 

scenarios.
 Output intended for EXCON and Training Audience 

(limited feedback loops).
 Low cost of tools and supporting data.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
C2 exercises exist to test command decision making and processNot the same as mission rehersal.Models exist to generate contextTo reflect real world, User decisions should impact the flow of the scenario.Often need fast answersHandle legacy fictional scenarios like Arcadia and NATO DATEComprehensible :The output of the model must not need extensive interpretationAvoid complex feedback loops and chaotic behaviour, even when this is seen in the real world.Poor training outputCheap, both tool and supporting data.
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Influence and Infrastructure Combat 
Model (IICM)
A “Pattern of Life” model that links infrastructure networks and 
the behaviour of dependent human populations: -
 Explore the impact of Influence Operations and Cyber 

Warfare on a human terrain (Hybrid Warfare).
 Link to existing cyclical (time dependent) models.
 Provide context for Higher Tactical to Operational level C2 

exercises.
 Indicative, not Predictive outputs.

Three phase program funded by UK DSTL.

“To explore the effects of cyber and other hybrid operations 
on a civil population”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IICM is a Concept Capability Demonstrator with a heavy bias on Cyber and Influence operations.  Originated in work on defensive cyber which required a human terrain model to evaluate collateral damage.Funded by DSTL via DASA open call.The original objective was to link modelling of: CNI network interactionsHuman populationLink to existing Kinetic (Cyclical) Models.To understand the potential consequences of a hybrid and cyber operation.Intended for training and education purposes.  It will generate a credible response, not the response.  Completed the first of 3 expected phases.
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Project Structure
 Review academic studies: -

 Social Interaction models
 Counter-Insurgency and Influence operations
 Urban Modelling
 Infectious Disease models

 Investigate COTS gaming solutions.
 Identify open source datasets.
 Design a notional model.
 Construct software application to demonstrate 

technical viability.
 Test model on a UK teaching exercise to evaluate 

output.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Seed funding for this tool was provided by Defence Science and Technology group in the UK MoD.So how did we go about this…Lots of recent academic work looking at contemporary military operationsLooked at COTS games.  Lots of recent developmentsOpen Source Datasets to avoid Social Media derived data.  Complex T&C’s, plus ethical concerns.Primary output of this project is a design, but needed to build a real system to identify design flaws….…and try it out on a real exercise to see how well it can be integrated with EXCON.
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Urban Areas and Cities
 Conflict takes place where the people are. 
 Cities are: -

 Densely populated
 Rapidly evolving
 Highly networked

 Cities influence surrounding areas.  Destination for 
transport systems and trade.

 Cities contain transient populations with strong social 
connections back to their former communities.

 Cities are contested areas with competition between 
different communities and groups.

Ref : David Kilcullen “Out of the Mountains” 2015
S. N. Kalyvas “Logic of Violence” 2006

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to represent ‘geography’. Need to represent where people are in the landscape.  Urban areas are crucial.  “Out of the Mountains” by David Kilcullen is a book looking at urban insurgencies.  First, conflict takes place where the people are, and increasingly people are living in dense urban environments and cities. These are expanding rapidly as populations move from the countryside into cities.Cities and urban areas are not like traditional terrains, as well as highly populated, they are constantly changingHighly interconnected and networked.Cities act as a nexus for trade and transport systems and so create a powerful influence on the surrounding areas.Throughout history, most cities rely on inward migration to sustain or grow their populations.  In the modern world, these immigrants maintain strong connections to the groups back home, often in the surrounding rural areas.Cities are contested areas with competition between these different groups, very few are homogenous.  The key point is that cities and dense urban areas are a special case within a population model and comprise the key nodes that show the greatest effect to disruption, be it physical, social or cyber in nature.  So don’t just model a population by social group i.e. tribe or political affiliation, we also need to model where they are in the landscape.
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Contemporary Manual Wargames
COIN Series of Wargames published by GMT. 
Focused on Counter Insurgency Operations 
throughout history.

Key design concepts
 Terrain is split into provinces or political blocks, 

not hexes or other regular shapes.
 Conflict is resource, not firepower, limited, so 

sustainability is a significant factor.
 More than two protagonists drive complex 

narratives. 
 Forces are always visible, but they can only be 

attacked once they are geolocated.

A Distant Plain (2013) – Afghanistan 2003-2013
Fire In the Lake (2014) - Vietnam 1964-1975
Colonial Twilight (2017) - Algeria 1954-1962
Pendragon (2017) - Britain 400-500 AD

Labyrinth (2010) - The War On Terror 2001-2010.  
The Awakening (2016) - The War On Terror 2010-2016.

Next War : Poland (2017)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Play tested COIN and other current COTS wargames.Colonial Twilight (2017) - Algeria 1954-1962 a main source…These give us confidence that the complexity requirements can be met by a non kinetic wargame.A couple of key points we learned from using these.A complex scenario only requires 10 – 20 geographical ‘areas’ to challenge the most advanced human player and give credible results.EN Forces are always visible.  You know the enemy is in an area but you can not attack them until they make an overt move.Battles are won based on resources and logisticsMore than two active factions help drive the story forwards.  A different world view to a traditional combat model.In effect we are looking at a computer model equivalent, working at the higher tactical level.
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Key Model Features
 Military activity affects the population. 

“Combat Model Aggregator”.

 Cyber and CNI disruption change 
electronic communications.  “Capacity 
based Comms model”.

 People move over a daily cycle between 
different geographic areas. “Arc-Node 
based Transport and Mobility model”. 

 Messages most effective when passed 
face-to-face. “Agent based Social 
Interaction model”.

Social Interaction

Combat Model 
Aggregator

Transport and 
Mobility

Morale Activity
  Movement Rates  

ECM

CEMA

Events

Land CombatAir Combat Maritime Combat

Media

Comms Model

 Mobility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This Phase concentrated on the Social Interaction model, an area we felt was least developed…Early in the project we identified 4 key factors, each of which resulted in a sub model.The Combat Model Aggregator is used to translate information in and out of the existing Kinetic warfare model.Must allow influence operations to target military units…Comms model was deferred to a later stage, as was the detailed CNI models.  Lots of COTS solutions.
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Social Model - Factions
Most competition is conducted by non-state actors (Factions). 

Different Factions have different objectives: -
 Government = Preserve stability, maintain powerbase.
 Security Agency = Information gathering and peace enforcement.
 Militia = Community defence.
 Insurgents = Challenge the political system
 Hactavists = Change governmental policy / accumulate social capital.
 NGO / NSA = Raise publicity for a cause, protect reputation.
 Criminal = Make money.
 Military Forces = Gain a tactical advantage.

Balance between factions expressed as ‘Sentiment’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main problem is how to split a population into groups.Political building block of a scenarioWhilst many military exercises only have two or three sides, a hybrid model is much more complex.  It should contain lots of active factions each with their own agenda, and, if played, their own ‘win’ conditions.  Key driver of asymmetryThese factions exhibit shifting alliances, the effects of which are critical to the human terrain model. Decisions made by the training audience might favour one faction over another and so change their allegiances.The military forces may not be a dominant faction, but they should be represented in the population model (so they can be attacked by Influence operations).
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Social Model - Group Dynamics
People belong to multiple groups: -

Groups are key to modelling ‘Influence Operations’

Group Examples Duration Orientation Model

Primary Family, Close 
Friends, Gangs

Long Relationship Home Zone

Social Co-Workers, Sports 
Teams

Medium Task Work Zone

Categories Political, Religion Medium Self Identified Faction

Collective Flash Crowd,
Audience 

Short Spontaneous Emergent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we look at how people fit into these factions we can use a set of concepts derived from Group Theory.These are critical to modelling Influence operationsPeople belong to groups.  Collective behaviour is not an aggregation of individual behaviour, in many cases, much easier to model.However, the model needs to encompass multiple types of group interactions…Primary group can be captured by geography – closely linked to where you live. -> Night-time locationSocial group –> optional day-time locationCategories -> Faction.  Static over a period of weeks to months.Collective – An output of the system (i.e. a riot or demonstration), not stored between cycles.
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Social Model – Age and Culture

Italy
Age 00-09 10-19 20-29 30-49 50-64 65+ SUM
00-09 8.30 0.90 0.56 3.66 1.75 0.57 15.73
10-19 1.33 17.97 1.34 3.57 4.79 1.36 30.36
20-29 0.88 1.79 7.44 4.41 2.88 1.15 18.53
30-45 2.43 1.88 3.15 9.20 4.21 1.89 22.75
45-64 1.10 1.72 2.01 4.67 4.23 1.83 15.55
65+ 1.32 0.76 0.93 2.73 3.22 2.57 11.52
SUM 15.35 25.01 15.42 28.23 21.07 9.36 114.43

Germany
Age 00-09 10-19 20-29 30-49 50-64 65+ SUM
00-09 2.66 0.33 0.28 1.01 0.41 0.24 4.92
10-19 0.90 4.70 0.73 2.38 0.47 0.58 9.75
20-29 0.93 1.08 3.48 1.96 1.18 0.44 9.05
30-45 1.57 1.16 1.28 3.98 1.59 0.93 10.50
45-64 0.60 0.65 0.96 2.01 2.22 0.87 7.31
65+ 0.69 0.36 0.39 0.97 1.00 1.71 5.11
SUM 7.34 8.27 7.11 12.29 6.86 4.76 46.63
UK
Age 00-09 10-19 20-29 30-49 50-64 65+ SUM
00-09 5.08 1.24 1.28 2.68 0.89 0.54 11.70
10-19 1.23 8.06 1.45 2.96 1.12 0.93 15.73
20-29 1.10 1.17 3.60 3.15 2.22 0.89 12.12
30-45 1.86 1.85 1.80 4.87 2.44 1.22 14.04
45-64 0.64 0.79 1.16 2.88 2.27 1.22 8.97
65+ 0.25 0.32 0.41 1.28 1.31 1.76 5.31
SUM 10.16 13.41 9.69 17.81 10.25 6.55 67.86
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Age Interactions by Culture

UK Italy Germany Finland

Mossong J, Hens N, Jit M, Beutels P, Auranen K, Mikolajczyk R, et al. (2008) 
Social Contacts and Mixing Patterns Relevant to the Spread of Infectious 
Diseases. PLoS Med 5(3): e74. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.0050074 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Decided early on to focus on face to face interactions.A rich data source was found when looking at infection modelling.  POLYMOD is an example of the kind of data available…Well understood branch of Math dealing with this data. Major cultural differences seen in data.  Some populations are more gregarious than others.Each faction can have an assigned cultural age interaction table.
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Social Model - Cultural Distance
Measures the ability of groups to communicate with each 
other.  Two models depending on the training audience: -

 Lewis 3 way model.  
 Simple data setup.
 Easy to explain to training audience.
 Pre-generated into a single ‘chance of successful 

communication’ factor between each Faction pair.

 Hofstede Cultural Dimensions model (6 way).
 Higher fidelity.
 Allows each message to include cultural targeting factors
 Avoids requirement for multiple messages to describe each 

event.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chance of successful communication between two groups.  Placeholder models selected for development.  Replace later once problem better understood Lewis type model allows us to generate a single number to describe the distance between any two factions.Simple, easy to explain to a TA.Plenty of source dataGood for Face-to-Face communicationsMore complex models exist.  For instance, Hofstede type model requires evaluation against each axis. Allows multi-modal messagesMay be more complex than required for a general TA but good for info ops specialists (77X etc)…
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Social Model - Geography
Geographical building block of a scenario
 Map divided into areas based on administrative regions 

(allows use of Census data), each with a similar sized 
population.

 Rural and Urban areas are separated.  Use ‘Urban 
Terrain Zone’ (UTZ) classifications.

 Local road networks form underlying Arc-Node based 
transport network between adjacent Zones. 

 High capacity main roads and railways modelled as 
separate Transport layer.

 ‘Control’ of region may contested by multiple groups.
 10-20 Zones for a training model, more for an analytical 

model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the COIN type games we decided to work with a small number of ‘Zones’Easy to build from Census data.  This level of data is practical to hand generate for legacy scenarios.Edges often defined by geographical barriers that limit zone to zone mobility.  See in Admin region data…-> rivers were often highwaysPicture shows South Coast test set.  Note cities areas smaller than rural areas.
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Social Model - Population Group
Social building block of a scenario
 Sub group of a population within a region.
 Shared faction, movement characteristics and age 

band within each PG.
 Modelled by a Semi-Autonomous Software Agent. 
 Generated from Census data or procedural methods.
 Each PG holds a stack of information that can be 

exchanged (‘Messages’).
 10’s to 100’s of PGs per region.
 25 to 250 people per PG.
 Optional non geographic groups to represent Diaspora.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Census data provides the building block, but allocation of people into groups is currently more art than science
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Population Group Behaviour
 Have a hourly social activity cycle based on 

social interaction studies (Faction and Age 
based).

 PGs travel between regions but have a default 
Home and Work region where most interactions 
take place.

 Travel may be limited by disruption of transport 
networks.

 A PG measures support for all factions, including 
its own. Calculated on an hourly basis.

 Messages change faction support values.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Measuring sentiment – or how each faction is perceived by the others.Travel links back to the infrastructure networks, the original project aim…Age band activity cycles proved key – we had forgotten ‘night shift’ workers…Messages currently exchanged face to face on an hourly basis – big effectsSmoothing model only adjusts sentiment, no message replication.  Diaspora effects…
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Message Structure
IICM models the effects of discrete messages on population groups as 
changes in support for factions.
 Implements a modified Sender-Message-Channel-Receiver (SMCR) 

communication model.

 Splits a message into a delivery mechanism and payload.
 Payload is a ‘Meme’ which conveys influence.
 Core model uses Hour long activity ticks.
 ‘Smoothing Model’ for social media effects.

Source Channel
(delivery) ReceiverMessage

(payload)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Message model governs the passage of information between population groupsSMCR based model.  Stressed a single Channel in this iterationHour based clock ticks allows us to synchronise with the kinetic modelAge and location data tells us who could interact at a given point in timeSocial Media modelled by averaging the influence over an entire faction and applying a bias to all members.  Information will find a way, be it telephone, email or Facebook.
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Social Model - Messages
Messages are memes: -
 Encode change in support for a faction (sentiment).
 Modelled as semi-autonomous software agents that 

replicate through a human terrain.
 ‘Cultural Distance’ between source and potential host 

used to test for chance of infection (Successful 
communication).

 Intense messages are more virulent and are 
preferentially transmitted...

 Messages have a lifespan and age, but only change a 
hosts perception once.

 A message can be passed on even if the host does not 
‘believe’ it.

 Messages distort and evolve as they are transmitted. 
 10’s of messages per PG, 1000’s of unique messages 

in a running scenario.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Message model governs the passage of information between population groupsSMCR based model.  Stressed a single Channel in this iterationHour based clock ticks allows us to synchronise with the kinetic modelAge and location data tells us who could interact at a given point in timeSocial Media modelled by averaging the influence over an entire faction and applying a bias to all members.  Information will find a way, be it telephone, email or Facebook.
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Message Example - Night

1

2 3

6

M2
M3

M3

M2 M5
M6
--

--
4

M5
M6
--

Message
Passed

Message 
Reinforced

Region 1 (Suburb) Region 2 (City Centre)

M1
5

7

M6

M7

--

--

Region 3 (Suburb)

Message 
Failed
(CD)

Interact
Succeeded

Interact
Succeeded

Interact
Succeeded

M3-Expired

--

M5-Expired

--

--

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A simple example with 7 PG’s in 3 regions.A night, all are at home locations where they interact with each otherRegion 1 : PG1 meets PG2 – Messages exchangedRegion 2 : PG3 meets PG4 Existing Active Message reinforcedRegion 3 : Message failed to send due to CD on message
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Message Example - Day

1

2 3

6

--
--

M3

M2 M5
M6M3-Expired

4
M5
M6
--

Region 1 (Suburb) Region 2 (City Centre)

--
5

7
--

M6

--

--

--

Region 3 (Suburb)

1 M2
M3

M1

7
M2.1
M7
--

Travel

Message 
Failed

(Immune)
Message 
Mutated

Interact
Succeeded

--Interact
Failed

(Chance)

--

--

M7

M5-Expired

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next day PG’s travel to work locationsIn region 1, PG 2 and 6 meet but M3 will not send as it already exists.In region 2, PG1 and 8 meet but the message is misunderstood by 8 and so mutates into a new form.In region 3, PG5 is on their own so does nothing.At the end of the day they will return to their home locations.Note that in this case the city centre ‘Region 2’ acts as a mixer for populations in remote areas.
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Model Outputs
 Faction Support over time

 Whole scenario
 By geographical region

 Message infection rates over time
 Message evolution over time
SQL Database to allow data mining…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Model outputs levels of support by region, faction or individual Population group elementCan trace a specific message to see how it evolves.See faction support change over time as messages flow through the systems.By entire model or within a region.Next project stage to look at better outputs. Probably Power BI based.
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Future Model Development
Next Stages: -
 Add broadcast media tools to replicate Television and Radio type 

communication channels (Hofstede Social Model).
 Using the Communications model to track significant electronic one-

to-one communications.
 Improved data visualisation using Microsoft Power BI Desktop
 Multi-Level sentiment tracking for longer exercises 

 Local Population (Ground Manoeuvre) - Hours to Days of activity. 
 Host Nation Population (Theatre Entry) – Weeks of activity
 Global Audience (Campaign) – Months of activity

 Addition of Gender to Population Group definition – Key metric used 
on real world scenarios.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Testing on live exercises highlighted the following requirementsCurrently need to generate lots of seed messages, better automationVisualisation always intended to be external…
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Conclusions
 Methodology suitable for both manual (pre-generated) and 

computer assisted (dynamic) wargames.
 Census and infection modelling data provides a useful base 

dataset that does not require Social Media derived databases.
 Debate over realism vs rapid effects to support an exercise 

training objective.
 Current design best suited for problems with

 Regional focus (10,000’s to 1 million population), Town to UK County 
sized regions.

 Interaction with external Geocentric models
 Education and Training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project is still ongoing, but first phase has concluded.  Results from current testing show thatThe basic analysis provides useful insights, before the model is runOpen datasets can be used to aggregated problems.  These are not uniquely ‘military’ problemsReal world influence operation show single % point changes, but too slow for some training scenarios.Optimal with 25 person sized PG, 6 age bands, 10+ regions = 50-100K people.
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QUESTIONS?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hopefully a good overview….
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SPARE SLIDES
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Sample - Chandlers Ford
 6 Districts.
 55K Population.
 Rural and Urban mixture.
 Road transport links.
 5 Factions: -

 Rural Civil.
 Urban Civil.
 Government.
 Farm Workers Union Insurgents.
 Military Forces.

 Tactical level exercise.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Representative of a small production model based on UK Census dataGood information flows to manual events
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Sample – Adept Cormorant (ACSC)
 11 Districts.
 350K Population.
 Rural and Urban mixture.
 Road transport links.
 9 Factions: -

 CIN Civil Nationalists
 VED Civil Nationalists
 Local Militia
 Continentals (Immigrant)
 Westrian Rural (Local Ethnic)
 Westrian Urban (Local Ethnic)
 CIN Military
 VED Military
 ORL Military

 Operational level exercise.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5 main test datasets built, all derived from real world data and modified to a fictional scenarioLarge production model based on UK Census dataForce Intervention exerciseUsed on ACSC 2019 to test ORLAND influence operationsComplex factional balance for experienced audience, confirmed the requirement for better visualisation tools.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
IICM Model outputACSC 2019 Arcadia Scenario.  Post CIN invasion.
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Transport Modes
 Public data did not support original assumptions that disruption to public transport 

would change population flows.
 Public transport not a significant factor for original test area (Southampton). 

 Car transport over 85% of region-region transport.
 Non car transport only critical for areas like Inner London (84%). 

 Difficulty in obtaining age distribution data to match transport model.

Region of residence Car Motorbike Bicycle Bus/coach Rail Walk Other

London 29 1 6 15 38 10 1

Inner London 14 2 10 17 42 13 2

Outer London 39 1 3 13 36 8 1

South East 71 1 4 4 10 10 1

South West 74 1 5 5 2 14 1

East of England 70 1 4 3 11 10 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We expected to see a major impact from transport disruption.  Manual playtesting and spreadsheet analysis do not back this up for datasets other than central London (where it is the dominant factor).Link back to DK work on how megacities diverge from ‘urban’ areasFurther research needed (moved to bottom of the pile for now).-> Main impact of motorways and railways on these timescales is to act as choke points.
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Modelling the Internet
Region Two

Local Cell 
Tower

Trunk Line 
Exchange

AS Data 
Centre 2Leased Line

4G

PG
(user)

Region One

Mobile Network
Telephone Network

AS Level Entity
Data Interchange

Internet ‘Cloud’

Local 
Exchange

Trunk Line

Local Line

Mobile 
Switching 

Centre
Website 2

Interchange

Local ISP
AS

Interchange

AS Data 
Centre 1 Website 1

Interchange
Interchange

Informational Layer

Data traffic flow modelled until it reaches the Internet AS level Gateway Websites connected to remote Internet 
AS via Interchange object

  PG Level entity requests information  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One area that raised a lot of questions was the appropriate level to model the internet.Internet consists of a large number 50,000 or more Autonomous Systems (clusters of computers)Connected via Border Gateway Protocol.Since there are many redundant connections, decided to model the local connection to the cloud, not the transmission of information within the cloud.A user has one or more methods of connecting to ‘the internet’.
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Message Model - 1
Messages transmitted between co-
located population groups using an 
infection-like (SEIR) modelling algorithm.
 Chance of interaction is population 

age dependent.
 ‘CD’ between source and potential 

host used to test for chance of 
infection (Successful communication).

 Intense messages are more virulent.
 A message can be passed on even if 

the host does not ‘believe’ it.

Susceptible

Believer Immune

Exposed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compartment models are common in infection modelling.  We have adapted a standard SEIR model to only allow infection with a specific message once.No Recovery phaseSplit a population into groups.  We have used this at two levels, Agent based model for interactions between population groups.A true compartment model within a Population Groups (required when groups are more than 100 people in size)A message is most likely to be believed if it comes from the same faction as the potential host.
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Message Model - 2
Messages have a life cycle in the host: 
 Messages have an originator faction.
 Messages age and ‘Expire’.
 Expired messages are no longer 

infectious and give immunity.
 Active messages may be ‘Believed’ to 

deliver an influence change.
 Low CD value between originator and 

host = greater chance of belief.
 Messages may ‘mutate’ form as they 

are transmitted. High CD = greater 
chance of mutation.

Mutated Believed

Expired

Active

Transmitted

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Active Message stack evaluated each clock tick and may be triggered to deliver the payloadMessages that give a strong influence change are more virulent (more interesting)Expired messages are kept as they produce an immunity to the same messageMutated messages may change virulent, lifespan or influence.
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Selected Biography
 Out of the Mountains: The Coming Age of the Urban 

Guerrilla by David Kilcullen (2015)
 The Logic of Violence in Civil War (Cambridge Studies in 

Comparative Politics) by Stathis N. Kalyvas (2006)
 Mathematical Modelling of Zombies by Robert Smith?
 War in 140 Characters: How Social Media Is Reshaping 

Conflict in the Twenty-First Century by David Patrikarakos
(2018) 

 BBC Four Pandemic Model ‘Haslemere dataset’ (2018).  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Texts
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